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1. Voice Trading System
HPC - Voice OTF
OTF MIC code: HPCX
MIC code of the OTF voice segment : HPCV
Day of operation: Each Business Day, other than TARGET holidays,
8:00-18:00 (London Time) / 9:00-19:00 (Paris Time)

The below description refers to the VOICE OTF. Instruments considered are:
1. Bonds
2. Interest rate and currency derivatives (except swap options),
3. Equity Derivatives

The HPC OTF operates both types of systems, which are identified in the MIFID II directive:
(i)
(ii)

systems that cross client orders (without prejudice to the restrictions placed on matched
principal trading) and;
systems that arrange transactions in non-equities where the operator of the OTF may
facilitate negotiations between clients to bring together two or more potentially compatible
trading interests in a transaction.

Client order reception

Clients place their orders directly with the OTF Operator:
▪
▪

by voice through the recorded phone lines;
electronically using Bloomberg IB Chat.

During trading sessions, the OTF Operator may receive:
▪
▪
▪
▪

simple or actionable indications of interest;
simple orders, which specify the instrument, the direction (purchase or sale), the size and the
price;
specific orders detailing precise execution indications;
or more general considerations:
o

an order defined entirely in terms of risk and not size;

o

order conditioned by an event (for example, the course of a reference instrument
reaches that level);

o

specific modality of execution (for example, all or nothing, price from an upcoming
fixing, etc.);

o

specific execution rules.

Among other things, the following factors are usually considered when deciding whether to place an
order in the OTF:
▪
▪
▪

Size of the order:
Market fluctuations (uncorrelated price);
Order on most traded instruments on the Market.

The OTF Operator, with his knowledge of the conventions (written or otherwise) and the techniques of
the Market, is able to complete the information, if necessary, to process the order. As a result, it is only
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when all references are confirmed and within the limits of his knowledge of the transaction interests
available in the system, that the OTF Operator decides whether to place the order in the OTF, unless
contraindicated by the Client.

The order may be placed in whole or in part, at the discretion of the OTF Operator.

Negotiation process

Pre-trade obligations

In order to comply with its pre-trade transparency obligation, imposed by Article 8 of the MIFIR
Regulation, the OTF Operator enters each order, relating to an eligible financial instrument, in the OTF
platform's pre-trade order book. This book is linked to a publication system dedicated to compliance with
pre-trade transparency obligations. "All orders and indications of actionable interests received", except
those exempts from pre-trade publication, are made publicly available and shared with clients through
publication in a dedicated section of our website.

For this purpose, "an order or indication of actionable interest" means a range of prices (bid or offer),
which meets a client formal trading interest. "Formal" means that the client has confirmed, with the OTF
Operator, on a registered line or using an IB chat, his willingness to trade.

In the context of pre-trade transparency, it should be noted that, for its OTF, HPC SA applies the
following transparency waivers for the executable orders and actionable indications of interest:
-

The exemption for large orders from normal market size (LIS);

The LIS methodology is applied according to the principles and calculations defined in Article 13
(2, b, i) and Table 2.3 (Annex III) of RTS 2 and the transparency thresholds published by ESMA.
HPC SA defines in real time the executable orders and actionable indications of interest that are
subject to a waiver, based on the LIS transparency thresholds.
In addition, subject to regulatory approval, other waivers, listed below, are also considered by HPC:
-

The exemption for illiquid instruments

-

The exemption for complex orders i.e. with more than one financial instrument and of a large
size in relation to the normal market size (Package LIS);

-

The exemption for large orders of a given instrument (SSTI).

These waivers, when granted will be applied in accordance with Article 13 of SDR 2 and its Annex.

Order interaction

When receiving an initial buying or selling interest, the OTF Operator will reach out to other clients to
find a potential match to such initial buying or selling interest.
When placing an order in the System, the OTF Operator ensures that there are always at least two other
clients available and able to interact with the order it places.
The OTF Operator exercises his discretion to facilitate the matching of the orders.
As such, in the case there are better execution conditions outside the OTF, he may retract the order for
executing it outside the OTF (as OTC transaction or within another venue). Retraction of an order from
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the OTF is done with the agreement of the clients and the OTF Operator indicates to other existing
parties that the order is cancelled within the venue.

Matching orders and execution

The OTF Operator, in order to fulfill its task of execution in a context of imperfect liquidity, carries out a
fine management of the information. As such he will ensure that the largest portion of the Order is
executed first, and that, partial execution will not occur below a certain appropriate threshold.
Accordingly, he will be able to carry out any type of volume arrangement in order to optimize execution
(e.g.: a purchase order in relation to two sale orders or a minimum size order).

Similarly, the OTF Operator will take into account the size of the order when placing it in the platform:
he will make sure to execute the highest proportion of the order in priority and a partial execution will
not be done below a certain appropriate threshold. It will therefore be able to realize any type of size
arrangement that will optimize the execution.

In addition, from a facilitation point of view, the OTF Operator may propose strategies or orders that he
considers compatible with the needs of one or more clients, with the aim of enabling clients to meet
around common financial instruments.

The OTF Operator is in charge of organising the matching between the bid and ask price on eligible
financial instruments or strategies.

This price communication aims at finding counterparts that have opposite interest in the transaction. To
do this, the OTF Operator can make a public announcement to selected clients.

The counterparty selection is made on a discretionary basis and relies on the own experience and
knowledge of the OTF Operator regarding the other Clients usual needs or practices and transaction
specificities.

HPC SA observes that the OTF Operator may need to find several counterparties to match a transaction.

The OTF Operator matches buyer and seller interests of two clients at his discretionary power, all the
necessary conditions for doing so being met. In order to facilitate matching of orders, the OTF Operator
may propose to a client to modify its order, in a view to bring opposed orders to their matching point.

Matching conditions are reached where trade price, volume and terms have been agreed by two clients
holding opposite interest. The orders are then executed and:
-

In the case of a derivative product, the OTF Operator discloses their identity to counterparties,
sends them an electronic confirmation (Markitwire when the product is supported, or other),
then steps away from the transaction, which is then legally formalised between the
counterparties that will proceed to own settlement.

-

In the case of a bond, the transaction is executed by default with the interposition of HPC SA
(matched principal trading). In this case, both counterparties execute their transaction with HPC
SA. However, at the request of the counterparties, the bonds may be processed in "name giveup" and the counterparties are then informed of their respective names, and the OTF Operator
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steps away from the transaction. The operator sends an electronic VCON confirmation
(Bloomberg) to the counterparties.

Post-trade transparency

Following the matching of opposite orders, the resulting transaction is executed and the OTF Operator
makes the transaction public under the conditions of the deferred or non-deferred publication schedule.
This publication will be made in a dedicated section of our website.
As with the pre-trade transparency principles set out above, the following post-trade transparency
waivers (subject to regulatory approval), are considered by HPC:
-

The exemption for orders larger than normal market size (LIS);

-

The exemption for illiquid instruments;

-

The exemption for complex orders i.e. with more than one financial instrument and of a large
size in relation to the normal market size (Package LIS);

-

The exemption for large orders of a given instrument (SSTI).

Miscellaneous provisions

Order cancellation

Unless the Client elects otherwise, unmatched orders will be automatically cancelled at the end of the
Trading Day.

The OTF Operator has the authorization to cancel unmatched orders on behalf of a Client, following
authorization from that Client or on a discretionary basis, in accordance with the Rules of the OTF.

The OTF Operator reserves the right to require the parties to cancel any transaction executed on the
OTF if the OTF Operator reasonably considers that:
▪
▪
▪
▪

the Trade was a result of an OTF system error;
the Trade appears to be deceptive or fraudulent;
such cancellation is necessary to preserve the integrity of the Market and maintain fair trading
conditions;
the Trade is contrary to applicable law.

Transaction error

In case of Trade error, the OTF Operator may cancel trades in the following circumstances:
▪
▪

by mutual agreement of the counterparties to a transaction;
when the OTF Operator reasonably considers that said transaction is a clearly erroneous
transaction.

Confirmation of execution
Once the OTF Operator has found counterparties and matched the order characteristics, execution is
pre-confirmed by voice and/or by a Bloomberg message to the counterparties.
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Settlement

For Name Give Up Transactions, each Client is responsible for the settlement of all transactions it
executes on the OTF and each Client must ensure that it has the ability, including legal and regulatory
capacity, to settle such transactions accordingly. The Operator is not responsible or liable for the
settlement of the transactions executed by a Client on the OTF. However, the operator shall provide or
make available to each customer the details of each transaction that the customer performs on the OTF,
in order to facilitate the prompt settlement of such transactions by the customer.

For transactions involving the operator's own account on the OTF HPC (matched principal trading), the
latter takes part to the transactions. Clients do not know each other and trade simultaneously with HPC.
Both trading and settlement are qualified “blind”. Matched principal transactions are settled by HPC SA
through its settlement agent, CACEIS. HPC SA shall provide or make available to each Client the details
of the transaction in order to facilitate the prompt settlement of these transactions.

***
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2. Hybrid / electronic system via HPC eTrading platform
HPC - Hybrid / Electronic OTF
OTF MIC code HPCX
MIC code of the OTF Hybrid / Electronic segment: HPCO
8:00-18:00 (London Time) / 9:00-19:00 (Paris Time)

Preamble: The description below refers to the HPC eTrading electronic platform. Instruments
considered are:
•
•
•

Bonds
Interest rate and currency derivatives
Inflation derivatives contracts

HPC eTrading platform is a system that offers continuous and periodic auction trading as defined within
the Annex 1 of RTS 2. The default mode for such platform is Continuous Auction. Please refers to the
Product Instruction document regarding the implementation of HPC eTrading per instrument type.

Client order reception
Orders are received directly by placing them into the system, by the client it self (electronic mode) or by
the OTF Operator, on behalf of the client.

During trading days, as defined above, the HPC eTrading may receive:
-

simple orders specifying the instrument, direction (buy or sell), size and price;

-

specific orders detailing precise execution indications;

-

complex orders detailing a strategy such as a combination of one or more instruments;

-

or more general considerations:
o

indication of interest which may include several alternative instruments;

o

order defined entirely in terms of risk;

o

order conditioned by an event (for example, the course that a reference instrument
reaches that level);

o

specific modality of execution (for example, all or nothing, price from an upcoming
trading session, etc.);

o

specific rules of execution, inter alia.

HPC eTrading, given the parametrization of conventions (written or not) and market techniques is able
to complete the information if necessary to work the order. For example, the system can:
-

translate the concept of "market size" into an effective quantity when a consensus exists (for
example, standard sizes of interest rate options);

-

judge whether an order is still valid given the price fluctuations of other instruments;

-

determine the appropriate sensitivity ratios for the nominal of a strategy;

-

determine the exercise price of an option expressed in relation to the currency, inter alia.
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In any case, when it is made available to them, clients can record their orders directly in the OTF
(electronic trading). Alternatively, clients can also transmit them to OTF Operators (hybrid negotiation):
-

by voice through the recorded phone lines;

-

electronically initiated via Bloomberg IB Chat.

Pre-trade obligation

Main process
•

Hybrid process - Orders entered by the OTF Operator on behalf of the client

In order to comply with its pre-trade transparency obligation, imposed by Article 8 of the MIFIR
Regulation, the OTF Operator enters each order, relating to an eligible financial instrument, in the OTF
platform. This platform is linked to internal systems dedicated to pre-trade transparency obligations.
•

Electronic process - Orders entered directly into the platform by the client's operator

In order to comply with the pre-trade transparency obligation imposed by Article 8 of the MIFIR
Regulation, orders entered by OTF clients' will be routed to internal systems dedicated to pre-trade
transparency obligations.
Regardless of the process used, orders are made publicly available (unless exempted) and shared with
clients through a publication in a dedicated section of our website.
Under the same conditions as described above for the voice trading mode, the following pre-trade
transparency waivers (subject to regulatory approval), are considered by HPC:
-

The exemption for large orders from normal market size (LIS)

-

The exemption for illiquid instruments

-

The exemption for complex orders i.e. with more than one financial instrument and of a large
size in relation to the normal market size (Package LIS)

-

The exemption for large orders of a given instrument (SSTI).

Matching orders

Continuous auction trading:
In hybrid and electronic mode, the matching of order is done by the platform’s algorithm.
In order to fulfil its task of execution in a context of imperfect liquidity, the OTF algorithm must carry out
a fine management of the information. The OTF's algorithm will take into account the size of the order
when it is executed: it will make sure to execute the highest proportion of the order in priority and a
partial execution will not be done below a certain appropriate threshold. Accordingly, he will be able to
carry out any type of volume arrangement in order to optimise execution (e.g.: a purchase order in
relation to two sale orders or meeting a minimum volume).
These reasonings are all programmed into the matching algorithm.
Depending on market practices and the discretion of the OTF Operator, the OTF algorithm will be set to
dismember a strategy or not, depending on the orders available, to optimise the liquidity of the Market.
In addition, from a facilitation point of view, the OTF Operator may set the OTF algorithm to propose
strategies or orders that he considers compatible with the needs of one or more clients, in particular to
enable agents to meet around common instruments.
The OTF algorithm organises the matching between the bid and ask price on eligible financial
instruments or strategies.
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The client notes that the OTF algorithm may need to find several counterparties to adapt a transaction.
The OTF Operator exercises his discretion to favour order matching. As such, in the case there are
better execution conditions outside the OTF, the OTF operator on behalf of the client or the client itself
may retract partially or totally the order for executing it outside the OTF (as OTC transaction or within
another venue).

Periodic auction trading:
In the HPC eTrading platform, the OTF Operator, depending on the instruments he processes and/or
the needs of his clients, may organise a periodic auction, as defined in the Annex to RTS 2 (Annex 1)
in order to optimise liquidity.
When the OTF Operator sets up and organises an Electronic Auction Trading Session on the Platform,
matching Orders are executed by the Platform's algorithm. There may be multiple Auction Trading
Sessions on any Trading Day.

Post-trade transparency
Following matching of opposite orders, the resulting transaction is executed and the OTF Operator
makes the transaction public under the conditions of the deferred or non-deferred publication schedule.
This publication will be made in a dedicated section of our website.
Following the same logic as the pre-trade transparency principles set out above, the following post-trade
transparency waivers (subject to regulatory approval), are considered by HPC:
-

The exemption for large orders from normal market size (LIS)

-

The exemption for illiquid instruments

-

The exemption for complex orders i.e. with more than one financial instrument and of a large
size in relation to the normal market size (Package LIS).

The OTF is linked to internal systems to meet post-trade transparency requirements. The publication is
displayed in a dedicated section of our website.

Order cancellation

The fact that an order is placed in the OTF is not a trading guarantee in itself. The Operator of the OTF
will make reasonable efforts so the orders are executed.
Unless the Client elects otherwise, unmatched orders will be automatically cancelled at the end of the
Trading Day.
The OTF Operator is authorised to cancel unmatched orders on behalf of a client, either with the
authorisation of the client or on a discretionary basis, in accordance with the OTF rules.
The OTF Operator reserves the right to require the parties to cancel any transaction executed on the
OTF, if he considers that:
-

the Trade was a result of an OTF system error;

-

the Trade appears to be deceptive or fraudulent;

-

such cancellation is necessary to preserve the integrity of the market and maintain fair and
orderly trading;

-

the Trade is contrary to applicable law.

Trade Error

In case of Trade error, the OTF Operator may cancel trades in the following circumstances:
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-

by mutual agreement of the counterparties to a transaction;

-

when the OTF Operator reasonably considers that a transaction is clearly erroneous.

Confirmation of execution

Once orders are matched within the system, execution is pre-confirmed by voice, Bloomberg message
or any other accepted protocol to the counterparties of each party to the transaction (hybrid mode)
otherwise, an electronic notification is sent to the client (electronic mode).

Settlement

For Name Give Up Transactions, each Client is responsible for the settlement of all transactions it
executes on the OTF and each Client must ensure that it has the ability, including legal and regulatory
capacity, to settle such transactions accordingly. The Operator is not responsible or liable for the
settlement of the transactions executed by a Client on the OTF. However, the operator shall provide or
make available to each customer the details of each transaction that the customer performs on the OTF,
in order to facilitate the prompt settlement of such transactions by the customer.

For transactions involving the operator's own account on the OTF HPC (matched principal trading), the
latter takes part to the transactions. Clients do not know each other and trade simultaneously with HPC.
Both trading and settlement are qualified “blind”. Matched principal transactions are settled by HPC SA
through its settlement agent, CACEIS. HPC SA shall provide or make available to each Client the details
of the transaction in order to facilitate the prompt settlement of these transactions.
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Note on hybrid / electronic auctions
In the HPC eTrading platform, trading activities, depending on the instruments and/or client’s needs, are performed using
continuous or periodic auction mode as defined in the Annex to RTS 2 (Annex 1). Auctions are carried out according to different
types of modalities, which are described below.
Before initiating auctions, the OTF Operator specifies the terms and conditions of such auctions.

General principles
o

Market hours: The auctions take place during the OTF's opening hours as specified in its General Regulations.

o

Trading modes:
Continuous
Hybrid trading system

- Variable Price Auction

Electronic trading system

- Variable Price Auction

Periodic
- Fixed Price Auction
- Variable Price Auction
- Fixed Price Auction
- Variable Price Auction

I - Hybrid/Electronic trading system Continuous auctions:
Opening & closing
The opening and closing of the continuous auction, included in the market opening hours, is at the discretion of the
OTF Operator, who may decide to close the session if he considers that the conditions are not met for the proper
functioning of the OTF1.
The continuous auction session may co-exist with a possible periodic auction session.
Price formation:
A price is offered to clients in real time, on a purely indicative basis, for each of the instruments available for auction.
This price proposal, by the OTF operator, represents, at the time of the launch of the session, his vision of the market
level that optimises the probability of trading, commonly known as the "mid-market".
Communication of orders:
Orders are entered into the platform for an instrument or instrument strategy, either by the client (electronic mode)
or by the OTF Operator for his client after receiving the order by voice or electronic message (hybrid mode).
All orders placed into the platform on continuous auction mode can interact.
When the OTF Operator receives the order by voice (or by electronic message), he applies his discretion (subject
to explicit instructions from the client), for best execution purposes, to place the order in the OTF or process it in
OTC.
When the order is placed in the OTF and, in order to ensure the proper functioning of the system and with
consideration for best execution, the OTF Operator will exercise his discretion to remove an order from the OTF
platform, remove all orders from the same client from the platform, or close the session.
Modification and deactivation of orders:
Clients are responsible for tracking and modifying their orders, whether they have placed the order themselves or
via the OTF Operator. They can simply deactivate their orders individually or in their entirety or modify them
individually.
On the other hand, the OTF Operator may deactivate an order at his discretion if he considers that the client no
longer has the material capacity to modify or deactivate it himself (disconnection or absence of the client).
Visibility of orders during the session
All participants have access to all price, direction and size information regarding the best bid and offer for each
instrument. There is no order book depth. Each client also has visibility on his own orders and those of his team.

1

The continuous auction trading mode is the default negotiation mode in the hybrid/electronic OTF. However, and depending on
circumstances, the OTF could be closed. In such situation, a notification is provided to clients.
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Matching orders
Matches are made by the system, without human intervention.
All participants and the OTF Operator receive a continuous notification of the transactions processed for each of the
instruments available on the platform. The last transaction on each instruments or strategies is visible on the platform
(date/time, price, size).
Only the two parties to a transaction and the OTF Operator know the names of the parties involved in each
transaction.
Regulatory transparency
Orders and transactions are published in real time via regulatory transparency tools in compliance with authorised
derogations (waivers and deferrals).
Confirmation of transactions
The parties to a transaction are invited to validate their transaction in order to trigger the sending of an electronic
confirmation. Confirmation is only sent when both parties have validated the transaction. The parties are committed
as soon as they are matched. Non-validation does not break their commitments. This validation simply avoids
triggering a confirmation process in the event of a breach of contract by mutual consent (error of one party accepting
the cancellation by the other) within five minutes of the matching.

II - Hybrid/Electronic trading system Periodic auctions
Periodic auctions are characterised by:
-

Their duration

-

The Instruments processed

Thus, the launch of a periodic auction is determined by the OTF Operator according to the instruments he trades
and the conditions prevailing at the time the decision to launch a periodic auction is taken.
Opening of the session:
At any time during market opening hours, on his own initiative or at the request of one or more client, the OTF
Operator may decide to launch a periodic auction session. Prior to launching the periodic auction, OTF clients receive
an electronic or voice notification of the imminent session.
Duration of the session:
Once started, a countdown timer indicates the remaining session time. The operator may decide, at his discretion,
to extend the session. Participants receive a notification of the extension of the auction session and the countdown
is updated
Price formation
A price is offered to clients for each of the instruments available at the auction. This price proposal, by the operator
OTF, represents his vision, at the time of the launch of the session, of the market level optimising the probability of
trading, commonly known as the "mid-market". For the Variable price Auction, this price may vary during the
session depending on the orders communicated to the system (see below)
Communication of orders
Depending on the markets and according to the “Product Instructions”, Orders placed in the platform on an instrument
or instrument strategy:
-

either by the client (electronic mode),

-

or by the OTF Operator for his client (hybrid/electronic mode),

and carry the characteristics of a complete order, the price being fixed: direction (buy or sell), size and possibly price
in the case of a variable price auction. Indeed, in this case, the client can either place an order at the proposed
price or set a different price. If the price is more aggressive than the proposed price, then the latter becomes the
proposed price. If the price is less aggressive than the proposed price, then the proposed price remains unchanged.

Visibility of orders during the session
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OTF Operators only have access to orders they have placed on behalf of their clients. They do not have access to
orders that have been directly placed by their clients (electronic mode).
Other participants do not have access to information regarding the direction or size. There is no order book.
Depending on market practices, and at the discretion of the OTF Operator, they either have no information or only
an indication of the presence of an order at the price offered on an instrument (or strategy) without indication of
direction or size.
For a variable price auction, the system however distinguishes, where applicable, aggressive orders (that have
modified the proposed price) from other orders.
Matching orders
Matches are made by the system, without human intervention and without distinction of the way the orders have
been placed (hybrid or electronic).
A notification of the transactions processed for each of the instruments available for auction is sent over time to all
participants including the OTF Operator. Only the two parties to a transaction and the OTF Operator know the names
of the parties involved in each transaction.
Regulatory transparency
Orders and transactions are published in real time via regulatory transparency tools in compliance with authorised
derogations (waivers and deferrals).
Confirmation of transactions
The parties to a transaction are invited to validate their transaction to trigger the sending of an electronic confirmation.
Confirmation is only sent when both parties have validated the transaction. The parties are committed as soon as
they are matched. Non-validation does not break their commitments. This validation simply avoids triggering a
confirmation process in the event of a breach of contract by mutual consent (error of one party accepting the
cancellation by the other) within five minutes of the end of the session.
II – b – Electronic Trading System
-

Periodic electronic auctions at a fixed price:
Opening of the session:
At any time during market opening hours, on his own initiative or at the request of one or more client, the OTF
Operator may decide to initiate a periodic auction session. Prior to the launch of the auction, OTF customers receive
an electronic or voice notification of the imminent session.
Duration of the session:
Once started, a countdown timer indicates the remaining session time. The operator may decide, at his discretion,
to extend the session. Participants receive a notification of the extension of the auction session and the countdown
is updated.
Price formation
A price is offered to clients for each instrument. This price proposal, by the operator OTF, represents his vision, at
the time of the launch of the session, of the market level optimising the probability of trading, commonly known as
the "market environment".
Communication of orders
Orders entered into the platform on an instrument or instrument strategy exclusively by the client, complete the
characteristics of a complete order, the price being fixed: direction (buy or sell), size and possibly price. Indeed, the
client can either place an order at the proposed price or set a differentprice. If the price is more aggressive than
the proposed price then the latter becomes the proposed price. If the price is less aggressive than the proposed
price then the proposed price remains unchanged.
Visibility of orders during the session
Neither the other participants nor the OTF Operator have access to any information regarding direction or size.
There is no order book. Depending on market practices, and at the discretion of the OTF Operator, they either have
no information or only an indication of the presence of an order at the price offered on an instrument (or strategy)
without indication of direction or size. However, the system distinguishes, where applicable, aggressive orders (that
have changed the proposed price) from other orders.
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Matching orders
Matches are made by the system, without human intervention
A notification of the transactions processed for each of the instruments available for auction is sent over time to all
participants including the OTF Operator. Only the two parties to a transaction and the OTF Operator know the names
of the parties involved in each transaction
Regulatory transparency
Orders and transactions are published in real time via regulatory transparency tools in compliance with authorised
derogations (waivers and deferrals).
Confirmation of transactions
The parties to a transaction are invited to validate their transaction to trigger the sending of an electronic confirmation.
Confirmation is only sent when both parties have validated the transaction. The parties are committed as soon as
they are matched. Non-validation does not break their commitments. This validation simply avoids triggering a
confirmation process in the event of a breach of contract by mutual consent (error of one party accepting the
cancellation by the other) within five minutes of the end of the session.

III- Transitions between continuous and periodic
According to the HPC eTrading platform, depending on the circumstances, the OTF Operator may simultaneously
offer continuous or periodic auctions. Orders placed for continuous auction could not interact with orders placed for
periodic auction. Prices offered within a periodic auction take into account, when launching the periodic auction, the
state of the market and specifically the level of prices available within the continuous auction. In that case, prices for
the orders available in the continuous auction when launching the periodic auction will always anchor said auction.

***
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3. Hybrid / electronic system by HPC Energy Trading
HPC - Gas and Power OTF
OTF MIC code: HPCX
MIC code of the OTF Commodities segment: HPCS
Day of operation: Each Business Day, other than TARGET holidays,
8:00-18:00 (London Time) / 9:00-19:00 (Paris Time)

The description below refers to HPC - Gas and Power OTF. Instruments considered are:
o

Wholesale energy products that must be physically settled (REMIT Carve Out)

The HPC OTF operates both types of systems, which are identified in the MIFID II directive:
(i)
(ii)

systems that cross client orders (without prejudice to the restrictions placed on matched
principal trading) and;
systems that arrange transactions in non-equities where the operator of the OTF may
facilitate negotiations between clients to bring together two or more potentially compatible
trading interests in a transaction.

Client order reception

Clients directly place their order with the OTF Operator:
▪
▪
▪

directly into the HPC Energy Trading brokerage system (currently consisting of the TRAYPORT
GLOBAL VISION system commercial version Joule Direct)
by voice through the recorded phone lines;
electronically initiated via Thomson Reuters Eikon messenger.

During trading days, the OTF Operator can receive:
▪
▪
▪

simple orders specifying the instrument, side (buy or sell), size and price;
complex orders detailing a strategy such as a combination of one or more instruments.
or more general issues:
o

an area of interest which may include several alternative instruments;

o

an order defined entirely in terms of risk;

o

an order conditioned by an event (for example, the course of a reference instrument
reaches that level);

o

specific modality of execution (for example, all size or nothing, price from an upcoming
fixing, etc.);

o

special rules of execution, inter alia.

The OTF Operator, with his knowledge of conventions (written or not) and market techniques is able to
complete the information if necessary to work the order. As such, once when all references are
confirmed, and within its knowledges of trading interests available within system, the OTF Operator
decides to place of not the order into the OTF with the agreement of the client. The order may be placed
as a whole or partially under the discretion of the OTF Operator.
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Negotiation process

Pre-trade obligation

All gas contracts are physically settled and fall under the derogation regulation.
All orders are placed directly in the live trading screen and are shared with the clients who are present.

Order interaction

When receiving an initial buying or selling interest, the OTF Operator will reach out to other clients to
find a potential match to such initial buying or selling interest.
When placing an order into the system, the OTF Operator uses its discretion to facilitate the matching
of the orders.
As such, in the case there are better execution conditions outside the OTF, he may retract the order for
executing it outside the OTF (as OTC transaction or within another venue). Retraction of an order from
the OTF is done with the agreement of the clients and the OTF Operator indicate to other existing parties
that the order is cancelled within the venue.

Matching orders and execution

The OTF Operator uses TRAYPORT GLOBAL VISION trading platform. The system manages the credit
limit files for each client's transactions and is used by clients to enter orders and execute them directly,
when credit allows.
The OTF Operator may match two customers WITHOUT credit, by buying and selling the interest at his
discretion in terms of execution, all the necessary conditions being met. To help matching interest, the
OTF Operator may propose to a client to modify its order to make adverse orders meet their matching
point.

Matching conditions are reached where trade price, volume and terms have been agreed by two clients
holding opposite interest. Orders are then executed, the OTF Operator discloses the names of the
counterparties and the OTF Operator withdraws from the transaction, which is then legally formalised
between the counterparties.

Post-trade transparency

The OTF Operator uses paper confirmations, the EFETnet credit matching system, as well as all
physical confirmations that must be matched, to be sent to the gas distribution network. (entsog for gas,
entsoe for power)
Orders, which have been matched and executed, are indicated and shared with clients on the system,
allowing clients to view them.
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Miscellaneous provisions

Order cancellation

Unless otherwise decided by the client, unmatched orders will be automatically cancelled at the end of
the trading session.

The OTF Operator has the authorization to cancel unmatched orders on behalf of a Client, following
authorization from that Client or on a discretionary basis, in accordance with the Rules of the
Commodities OTF.

The OTF Operator reserves the right to require the parties to cancel any trade executed on the
Commodities OTF if the OTF Operator unreasonably considers that:
▪
▪
▪
▪

the Trade was a result of an OTF system error;
the Trade appears to be deceptive or fraudulent;
such cancellation is necessary to preserve the integrity of the market and maintain fair and
orderly trading;
the Trade is contrary to applicable law.

Trade Error

In case of Trade error, the OTF Operator may cancel trades in the following circumstances:
▪
▪

by mutual agreement of the counterparties to a trade;
where the OTF Operator has reason to believe that a Trade is a clearly erroneous trade.

Confirmation of execution

Once the OTF Operator has found counterparties and matched the order characteristics, execution is
pre-confirmed by voice or by Thomson Reuters Eikon message to the counterparties.

Settlement

Each Client is responsible for the settlement of all transactions it executes on the Commodities OTF and
each Client must ensure that it has the ability, including legal and regulatory capacity, to settle such
transactions accordingly.

The Commodities OTF Operator is not responsible or liable for the settlement of the transactions
executed by a Client on the OTF. However, the OTF Operator shall provide or make available to each
client the details of each transaction that the client performs on the OTF, in order to facilitate the prompt
settlement of such transactions by the client.
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